Darlington's (1934)1 interpretation of meiosis in male Drosophila pseudoobscura involves a mechanical dualism in the modes of conjunction of autosomes and sex chromosomes. Thus autosomes are held to conjoin as bivalents by exaggeration of the forces normally expressed in somatic pairing,2 whereas sex chromosomes are believed to conjoin solely by chiasmata-The primary evidence which led Darlington to this interpretation is purely cytological, and the more critical points may be resumeed as follows.
(1) Autosomal bivalents have homologues paired throughout their lengths at late diakinesis, neither contacts nor chiasmata being visible between them.
(2) In contrast to the autosomal bivalents, from diakinesis to onset of anaphase the sex chromosomes are in contact over a short segment of their lengths, and manifestly thls is not his chiasma hypothesis of metaphase pairing3 chiasmata provide the primary if not only means of conjunction of the chromosomes as bivalents. Observations (2), (3) and (4) above are compatible with the known properties of bivalents having chiasmata. Darlington' thus regards them as affording a demonstration of the presence of chiasmata in the sex chromosome bivalent. Since genetic crossing-over between the sex chromosomes of the male of Drosophila is rare and probably not a meiotic occurrence, the hypothesized chiasmata must be considered localized in inert regions and invariably to occur in reciprocal pairs. This, in brief, is the nature of the evidence for the reciprocal chiasmata hypothesis of sex chromosome conjunction in male Drosophila. Short, localized, terminal pairing-segments have been discovered in the fly Melophagus ovinus. 4 No chiasmata need be assumed to conjoin Melophagus' autosomes in these segments at meiosis in the male; yet the autosomal bivalent configurations and behavior closely parallel those of the sex chromosome bivalent in male Drosophila.6 For this reason it was likewise concluded that there is no cytological need to suppose that reciprocal chiasmata conjoin the sex chromosomes of Dtosophila. The truth of this conclusion is admirably demonstrated by the details of bivalent formation by the sex chromosomes in the male of the fly Olfersia bisulcata Macq., a member of the same family to which Melophagus belongs (Hippoboscidae).
The diploid chromosome set of male Olfersia bisulcata (2n = 8) is remarkably different from that of Melophagus ovinus (2n = 18). There is a pair of submedian autosomes, a pair of nearly terminal autosomes, a pair of dot-like autosomes, and a heteromorphic pair of submedian sex chromosomes ( Fig. 6 ; compare the sex chromosomes with those of Drosophila pseudoobscura, Figs. 12 (a, b, c) ). 6 At late diplotene the sex chromosomes of Olfersia may easily be recognized; as in Melophagus they are neither paired nor even close to one another (Figs. 1, 2) . Henceforth, however, their behavior is unlike that of the sex chromosomes of Melophagus which remain unpaired, for X and Y ultimately conjoin in Olfersia. It will be seen that the resulting sex chromosome bivalent is identical with that of male Drosophila pseudoobscura.
As diakinesis progresses the sex chromosomes move closer together. During this movement an interstitial segment near the kinetochore in each chromosome becomes juxtaposed and finally closely conjoined (Figs. 3-4 , 7-8, 5). At prometaphase the sex chromosome bivalent thus formed orients on the spindle (Fig. 9) . During this process the regions between the kinetochores and the points of association may become markedly attenuated and hence appear to be in a state of tension (Fig. 10) (Figs. 11 (f-g ) of Olfersia; compare with Figs. 12 (j-k) of Drosophila pseudoobscura)..9 Thus the sex chromosome bivalent of male Olfersia shows the same morphological attributes as are said to characterize the X-Y bivalent of Drosophila. But inasmuch as the sex chromosomes of male Olfersia conjoin after condensation, the resulting bivalent must be devoid of chiasmata.l°Therefore none of the aforementioned attributes, singly or in combination with each other, can be considered to afford a demonstration of the presence of chiasmata. Accordingly it is concluded that there is no longer a cytological need to suppose the existence of reciprocal (or any other) chiasmata in the inert regions of the sex chromosomes of Drosophila. Just as in the cases of the autosomes of Melophagus and Olfersia, and the sex chromosomes of Olfersia, the X-Y bivalent of male Drosophila pseudoobscura may be supposed to be conjoined by means of localized pairing segments which do not form chiasmata.
It is not known whether the sex chromosomes in Drosophila pseudoobscura conjoin after or during their completion of condensation. That in fact they may actually conjoin while condensing is suggested by Darlington's1 observation that at diakinesis not only are some of the sex chromosome bivalents visibly conjoined, but another configuration of sex chromosomes is also found. In this latter case the sex chromosomes are said to show a clear space between them without any visible connection joining the two chromosomes. Until Drosophila pseudoobscura is restudied the exact significance of this fact cannot be judged, but it is not improbable that careful seriation will show that the connected bivalents are a consequence of pairing after or during condensation as has been found to be the case in Olfersia. Such delayed pairing following condensation is not unique. 
